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Dear Teacher,

Congratulations on deciding to take the Digital Citizenship Online course by Pearson!

Please visit https://www.pearson.com/english/professional-development/covid19.html to start your course. 
This Digital Literacy course is what you need to build your skills to become a DC. Digital Literacy is an online 
course designed to help you as an educator to become a successful digital citizen, and to help build your 
students’ digital literacy skills – in other words, help them to be more DL and become DC.

TThe content is set within the CUBES framework, providing a dynamic, flexible and holistic approach to 
learning. You can choose where to begin your learning journey and can move flexibly between modules.

The CUBES also link to other CUBES, to highlight the relationship between the dierent skills.

The CUBES framework is: CREATING, COMMUNICATING AND COLLABORATING, USING, BEHAVING, 
EVALUATING and SEARCHING.

LEGAL, ETHICAL, and CHILDREN AND DIGITAL LITERACY issues also run through the course as Golden 
Threads. These will be highlighted as an onscreen tip.

TTake the DL course, improve your digital literacy skills, and be confident to call yourself a digital citizen!

https://www.pearson.com/english/professional-development/covid19.html


As you are in that section, you will see sections that tell you to visit certain parts. 

When you see these, we suggest you go to that part in the opening page. You may start either by visiting and 
doing the course from beginner to savy, or you may evaluate where you are and only visit that part.

As you are doing the course, you will watch some videos.

There are some parts where you may need to evaluate yourself or do a review task. These are not assessed, 
they are prepared to help you see where you are in your Digital Citizenship online course. 

We hope you enjoy your course! 



Make Sure to Follow Us on Social Media:

https://www.facebook.com/Pearson.Turkey/

https://www.instagram.com/pearson.turkiye/

https://www.youtube.com/user/PearsonTurkey




